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Selecting the Right Chiller
for the Job
Fuel availability, efficiency, compressor type all play roles in
buyers’ decisions
by jen anesi of the news staff

it ’s a gas :

Fuel type, cost, and
availability are
factors to keep in
mind when choosing
a chiller. Tecogen
manufactures a
range of natural-gasengine-driven (GED)
chillers primarily for
commercial and
industrial customers.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF TECOGEN.
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C

hillers come in many shapes, sizes, capacities,
and efficiencies in order to accommodate a wide
array of commercial applications. For building
owners looking to install new chillers or replace
an existing system, the options can be daunting, but
selecting the most appropriate chiller for an individual
application does not have to be complicated.

air-cooled chillers
Chris Opie, marketing director, Carrier Commercial,
said the company offers a wide range of both air- and
water-cooled chillers from 10 to 5,000 ton in size that
are either manufactured or assembled in Carrier’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)certified Charlotte, North Carolina, facility. Opie
said air-cooled chillers offer a complete package with
relatively easy installation at a competitive install price.
“Customers have a wide variety of compression and
efficiency types. Water is not needed on the condenser
side, which could have been lost through evaporation in a
cooling tower. The result is water savings and no need for
water treatment on that loop. Customers do not need to
set aside as much space for an internal mechanical room,”
he said, adding that drawbacks are minimal. “It will not
have the same level of efficiency as a water-cooled system,
and air-cooled chillers are outside, so consideration should
be applied for sound-sensitive environments.”

Climacool Corp. offers water-cooled and aircooled modular chillers for cooling, heat recovery,
and simultaneous heating and cooling (SHC) applications, said Tom McDermott, director of sales,
Climacool. “Benefits [of air-cooled chillers] include
not using internal building real estate and eliminating cooling tower maintenance costs,” he said.
“Drawbacks include making sure the chiller is quiet
enough for the outdoor location and the possible use
of glycol in colder climates.”
Daikin Applied also offers a complete line of airand water-cooled chillers for the commercial market,
including the Pathfinder, Trailblazer, Magnitude,
WTS Centrifugal, and Templifier lines. “The choice
between air- and water-cooled chillers is dependent on
space constraints, the availability and cost of water,
and maintenance staffing,” said Robert Landes, product manager, positive displacement chillers, Daikin
Applied. “In general, air-cooled chillers have lower
installation and maintenance costs and offer higher
efficiencies, in certain scenarios.”
While water-cooled centrifugal chillers have historically dominated the chiller market, air-cooled chiller
popularity is rising as these systems have become more
efficient, Landes said.
“Air-cooled chillers have a higher electrical draw,
leading to higher electrical costs, but these expenses
can be offset by the pump energy and water costs of
the water-cooled system,” he said, adding that the
latest generation of air-cooled chillers presents an
undeniable alternative in the 300- to 1,000-ton range,
where larger water-cooled systems once reigned.
Larry Kouma, director of global chiller application
engineering, building efficiency, Johnson Controls
Inc., said JCI offers a wide range of chiller solutions,
from small air-cooled scroll chillers to large 6,000-ton
water-cooled centrifugal chillers, and from free-cooling air-cooled screw chillers to simultaneous heating
and cooling centrifugal heat pumps.
“When considering air-cooled or water-cooled chillers, there are many factors that need to be analyzed for
the specific application,” Kouma said. “Sound is a draw
between air- and water-cooled chillers, with air-cooled
chillers typically having a higher sound but sometimes
a lower impact because of their location outside.”
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“ A small footprint will enable additional
building real estate to be used for
income generating operations ”
Benjamin Locke, co-CEO of Tecogen, said the company
manufactures a range of natural-gas-engine-driven (GED) chillers
primarily for commercial and industrial customers. Tecogen’s
chiller products include the TECOCHILL® air-cooled RT-Series
and water-cooled STx and DTx Series.
“Air-cooled chillers — electric and GED — are less efficient than
the water-cooled type,” Locke said. “Their main benefits are that
they are typically less costly to install because of the cooling tower
and related equipment is unnecessary, water usage is negligible, and
chemical water treatment of the tower system is unnecessary.
“The pros and cons would favor the air-cooled chillers in smaller
installations where building maintenance staff is less available for
tower maintenance and electricity usage is not major factor,” he
continued. “Larger chilled-water systems, where electric bills are substantial and more sophisticated operation and maintenance processes
would be in place, overwhelmingly favor water-cooled chillers.”
Trane’s extensive chiller product line includes air-cooled, watercooled, and compressor chillers, said Jeff Moe, product business
leader – applied commercial HVAC, Trane, a brand of Ingersoll
Rand. “Air-cooled chillers provide a lower first cost and simpler
maintenance,” he said. “They also simplify the system without the
need for a mechanical room, cooling tower, or condenser pumps.”

water-cooled chillers
While air-cooled chillers certainly have their place, water-cooled
chillers have traditionally been more popular.
“Globally, [JCI’s] most popular chiller is the flagship water-cooled
single centrifugal chiller, the [York] YK,” Kouma said. “This chiller
offers a cooling capacity range of 250-3,000 ton and can be applied
to many applications, from comfort cooling to process cooling.”
One of the biggest differences between air- and water-cooled
chillers is their physical installation location, Kouma added. “Aircooled chillers typically have a larger footprint than water-cooled
chillers, but they are located on the rooftop, where there is usually
space available. Water-cooled chillers require a mechanical room
somewhere inside the building and utilize space that could potentially be used for the building’s industry. Water-cooled chiller
systems also require a cooling tower, condenser pumps, additional
components, and a water-treatment strategy. However, because
they are located inside, water-cooled chillers are safe from the
outside environment and have a longer life span.”
“Water-cooled chillers are installed inside a building and are
protected against the elements, which increases the life of the
chiller,” Moe added. “Water-cooled chillers also provide better
energy efficiency. Installing a low-pressure water-cooled chiller
can result in significant reduction in lifetime emissions compared
to higher-pressure centrifugal chillers.”

One drawback is that water-cooled chillers can be more difficult
to install than air-cooled units because they are located inside the
building and require cooling towers, he said. “However, the versatility and higher capacities that water-cooled chillers deliver can
provide multiple benefits to the entire HVAC system.”
In some situations, water-cooled chillers are the only option,
Landes said. “They may be the only option for larger installations
where there’s a lack of space or when sound requirements make
outdoor air-cooled chillers unfavorable. Typically, water-cooled
chillers are smaller than air-cooled units but also require additional
support equipment, such as cooling towers and condenser pumps.”
Locke also said water-cooled chillers outperform the air-cooled
type with regard to efficiency by a wide margin, making them the
preferred type of chiller, especially for larger applications. “As such,
they are the preferred type — even mandated by building codes in
larger buildings — in today’s carbon-conscious society.”

compressors
There are three primary types of compressors used in chillers —
scroll, screw, and centrifugal.
“Scroll compressors are generally used in smaller packaged equipment, both air- and water-cooled,” Opie said. “They are relatively
inexpensive, but tend to be a bit less efficient than the screw compressor counterparts and generally won’t facilitate as high a capacity.”
Screw compressors fill the mid-level capacity range and are also
found on both air- and water-cooled models. “They are generally
more efficient than scroll compressors and are available in larger
sizes,” Opie said. “The addition of variable-speed drives on screw
chillers has increased chiller efficiency by a significant amount.”
Centrifugal compressors are the largest compressors, and [they]
offer the highest capacity and efficiency. “They are generally only
applied on water-cooled chillers,” Opie said. “Due to their capability to deliver high-capacity cooling, there is usually only one
compressor per chiller. For the customer who has big, complex jobs
where efficiency is important, centrifugal chillers are likely used.”
size considerations :

Centrifugal chillers are suited for medium to large applications, said Larry
Kouma, director of global chiller application engineering, building
efficiency, Johnson Controls Inc.
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selecting the right chiller for the job
“Large centrifugal and screw compressors that are aided with
VFDs [variable frequency drives] offer very good part-load efficiencies, yet do not offer redundancy,” McDermott said. “Smaller
scroll compressors are now offered with VFDs to aid in efficiency
and unloading. Multiple scroll compressors for chillers also aid in
redundancy for the chiller.”
“In chiller applications, we are typically using positive displacement compressors and centrifugal compressors, depending
on the size and application,” Landes said. “Positive-displacement
compressors are well-suited for air-cooled and other high-head
applications. Higher-tonnage, lower-head applications are
ideal for centrifugal compressors.”
York chillers utilize all three main compressor types, Kouma
said. “Similar to choosing between air-cooled and water-cooled
chillers, the choice between the various compressor types
depends on many factors, the greatest being application type.
Centrifugals are more effective for medium-to-large cooling
load requirements and complex applications. Screws are ideal
for medium applications and facilities with critical temperature
requirements. Finally, scrolls are most commonly used in small
applications, including residential.”
While compressors are a major component in chillers, Locke
said chiller equipment should be selected based on the size of
the load/chilling demand, efficiency, and total cost of ownership, including equipment cost, installation, ongoing maintenance, and savings generated.
“Our preference is to use the screw-type; it’s robust, highly
efficient, and matches our engine speed range. This is a critical
advantage for us because it allows incorporation of a variablespeed turndown strategy with a direct drive [no gears or transmission],” Locke said. “Variable speed allows our products to reduce
output by varying the engine/compressor rpm accordingly, which
maximizes both engine and compressor efficiency.”
Moe also said building owners should focus on overall performance
requirements and concentrate less on the specific type of compressor in
the chiller. “It is important to remember that it is the chiller — not the
compressor — that delivers the performance,” he said.

weighing the options
When choosing a chiller — no matter what type — it’s important to
take into consideration building application and location, first cost,
energy efficiency, and life cycle cost in order to choose the chiller
that best fits the customers’ needs, Moe said. “In the end, it’s the
combination of total cost of ownership and which chiller best meets
the needs of the customer’s application.”
Kouma listed many factors, including product application,
building load and hours of operation, regional location, fuel
source and costs, initial available investment, and annual operating cost expectations, as things building owners should consider
before deciding on a chiller product. Locke also listed several
factors to consider, including the current cost of fuels. “Given
the cost of electricity, the constraints of the electric grid, and the
continuing trend of low natural gas prices, gas-engine-driven
chillers present long-term economic savings for customers requiring industrial-sized chillers,” he said.
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inside out :

“Water-cooled chillers provide exceptional energy efficiency,” said Joe
Moe, product business leader, applied commercial HVAC, Trane.

“ We go beyond just selecting the
equipment, but need to ask how they will
be piped. Parallel or series can have a big
effect on overall system performance.”

Opie said building owners need to take all factors into
consideration, from deciding whether to go with air- or watercooled systems to ensuring the equipment is installed correctly
to ensure maximum efficiency and operation. “We go beyond
just selecting the equipment, but need to ask how they will be
piped,” he said. “Parallel or series can have a big effect on overall
system performance.”
McDermott suggested selecting a chiller that can also provide
hot water for the building in order to save tremendous amounts
of energy. “A small footprint will enable additional building
real estate to be used for income generating operations,” he said.
“Life cycle, along with total ownership costs, which include
20-plus years of servicing, should also be included in the chiller
consideration.”
Landes also recommended looking at the total length of ownership when selecting a chiller. “Length of ownership plays a big
role, as total life cycle costs can only be determined by looking at the full length of the life cycle,” he said. “High upfront
costs often result in benefits of efficiency over time, leading to a
lower total cost of ownership, but that all depends on how long
the chiller will be in operation at a given site. Available space,
resources, and geographical locations should be considered, as
well. Overall, it’s important for end users to select chillers that
best align with the application at hand, based on how the chiller
will operate within the system.”
Concentrating on efficiency and total cost of ownership benefits the owner and the environment, Moe said.
“According to a recent report from Navigant Research, commercial, residential, and industrial buildings are responsible for
47 percent of greenhouse gas [GHG] emissions and 49 percent
of the world’s energy consumption,” Moe said. “HVAC systems
are an important component in both cases, and a chiller’s environmental impact should always be considered.” n
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TOTAL CONTROL

VIRTUALLY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
AdaptAire™ enables temperature consistency +- 1.5˚ up to 40'
You demand information — and we know how to get it, no matter when you need it
or where you are. Our web-enabled AdaptAire DDC provides on-site and remote access
to real-time intelligence on your current operations, as well as historical data for
improved forecasting capabilities. Unmatched in depth of usable data, our AdaptAire
protocol-neutral control seamlessly integrates with all new and legacy air handling
installations and comes standard on virtually all of our units. When it comes to taking
control, AdaptAire is the inside intelligence you need.
To learn more, visit: mestex.com/controls

www.mestex.com
4830 Transport Drive
Dallas, TX 75247

If You Can’t Stand the Heat,
Get Out of the Past

M

odular data centers (MDC) are hot, figuratively and literally. More and more are being built every day and the industry is expected to surpass the $35 billion mark in less
than five years. The problem is MDCs can suck up large amounts of
power and generate substantial heat. The common solution has been
environment-threatening refrigerant-based cooling systems, which
continue to dominate the data center industry. Clearly, the time was
ripe for a new generation of cooling systems, one that could deliver
optimal temperatures while maximizing energy efficiency.
Today, tens of billions of kilowatt-hours of electricity are
required to operate MDCs every year. In fact, according to the
Department of Energy (DOE), they now consume 2 percent
of all U.S. energy. That figure could spike even higher as web
use through PC and mobile devices, cloud computing, and the
Internet of Things (IoT) continues to grow. And grow it will.
According to a June 2016 report from Cisco, internet traffic is
anticipated to increase nearly threefold over the next five years at
a compound annual growth rate of 22 percent from 2015 to 2020.
What’s more, smartphone traffic is expected to outpace PC traffic
with wireless and mobile devices to account for two-thirds of total
internet traffic all by 2020.
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Among many stringent requirements was the need to allow large
amounts of exhaust air to escape without letting a drop of rain in. To
achieve the desired result, Mestex came up with something novel: a
special rain hood. In doing so, to assure the hood would do its job, they
also designed and built rain simulation equipment.

It’s no wonder that the most demanding caretakers of all this data, so
much of which is mission-critical, would be the first to seek the most
efficient way to reduce energy consumption while, at the same time,
building in system scalability and sustainability. One such company,
a leading cloud services supplier, presented their very particular needs
— among them lower capital expense, rapid deployment, exceptional
reliability, and system management controls, all pre-packaged in a container for indoor or outdoor use — to their server manufacturer, a leading provider of IT equipment. The latter then contacted Active Power,
their go-to experts in modular power and IT infrastructure for the past
eight years. What happened soon after Active Power grabbed the baton
was a collaboration that resulted in a trendsetting MDC design.

thinking innovatively inside the box
Active Power has had a long history of success to back up their
confidence in their ability to deliver the breakthrough modular
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IT system the cloud services leader mandated. However, their
experience with HVAC companies had been generally unsatisfying. Many previous partners had a penchant for grumbling and
lacked a willingness or ability to think innovatively inside the
box. So, they searched for a new partner, eventually arriving at
the doorstep of Mestex, a company with deep expertise and more
than four decades of experience in evaporative cooling and air
handling for mission-critical applications.
“What brought Mestex to our attention,” said Todd Kiehn,
vice president, marketing and modular solutions, at Active
Power, “was their groundbreaking work with the National
Science Foundation (NSF).”
Active Power knew the old MDC model just didn’t make sense
for scaling up to massive deployments of cloud-based infrastructure; even less so for cost-effective, ongoing expansion. They knew
they needed a like-minded partner to create a new industry standard in MDCs. And apparently so did the NSF.
Not long ago, the NSF launched an ambitious program aimed to
identify, validate, and advance the next generation of MDC design.
Aligning the research capabilities of four universities (Binghamton
University, University of Texas at Arlington, Villanova University,
and Georgia Tech), the NSF sought a real-world partner with a track
record of innovation as well as a reputation for collaboration. Mestex
fit the bill, which was enough of an endorsement for Active Power.
A unique partnership was born, built around an innovative and
collaborative approach between companies in very different industries. Together, Mestex and Active Power not only created a new
breed of MDC. They created a new way to design, plan, and build it.

some assembly required
Another interesting aspect of the Mestex-Active Power collaboration was that they worked 400 miles apart. What’s more, a
contractor at the client’s location would do the final assembly.
Understandably, the client was a bit apprehensive about this,
since protracted assembly would lead to delayed implementation — a particularly troublesome possibility for a cloud services
company that considered quick deployment a key competitive
advantage. But, this nervousness proved unfounded when the
mechanical contractor, following drawings supplied by Mestex
and Active Power, was able to complete the assembly days ahead
of schedule.
The new MDC met other requirements, as well. Direct digital
controls monitor and adjust the HVAC system for costs and
energy efficiency — onsite or remotely. The system helps optimize
cooling performance and equipment longevity.
“With such tools, coupled with the energy efficiencies integral
to the system,” said Michael Kaler, president of Mestex, “the
client can expect to see a 40 percent reduction in the cost of
ownership versus a conventional system.”
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become the gold
standard for planning and managing MDCs. By analyzing thermal properties and modeling airflow, CFD modeling can help an
administrator identify hot spots and learn where cold air is being
wasted. Few companies in the industry have the technological
savvy to understand and fully utilize CFD.

“Mestex really knows how to use CFD analysis and it’s great that
they can immediately integrate results into their designs,” said Kiehn.
Mestex’s state-of-the-art, refrigerant-free, evaporative cooling
technology has been proven to reduce power usage by as much as
70 percent, compared to traditional air conditioning. Critics and
sellers of traditional cooling systems have been quick to label evaporative cooling “swamp cooling,” because of the increase in relative
humidity it can cause. However, the sophisticated controls Mestex
incorporated into their system enable users to tightly monitor and
adjust the amounts of outside air, return air, and water added. The
result: an optimal balance of temperature and humidity.
Because fan speed directly correlates to power, power reductions were also achieved with electrically commutated (EC)
fans. The direct-drive fan replaces the standard fan, motor, and
variable frequency drive (VFD) controls. EC fans have speed
control built in and help to reduce energy consumption.
What all of the aforementioned innovations amount to is a
consistently superior power usage effectiveness (PUE) rating —
a ratio of the total amount of energy used by a data center compared to the energy delivered to IT equipment. The lower the
PUE, the more efficient the facility.
While the exact data is not yet available for the Mestex-Active Power
MDC, similar Mestex systems have posted PUEs ranging from 1.37
to 1.03 with an industry standard of 2.0 or 50 percent efficiency. This
range translates to a Data Center infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) rating of 73 percent to 97 percent. DCiE is the reciprocal of PUE which
is IT equipment power divided by total facility power.
If there was any excess moisture involved in the creation of
Mestex-Active Power’s trendsetting MDC, it came from sweating the
details which apparently paid off. Every implementation, operational,
and energy-efficiency goal was met or surpassed, including aesthetics which, given other complexities of the process, should have been
relatively easy to deal with. Yet, this very demanding cloud services
supplier cared a great deal about appearances, too. For example, the
paint for the components created by Mestex and Active Power in
separate locations had to match perfectly and be the highest automotive-grade quality. As for the color, well, it came down to white versus
mocha. And maybe this was the toughest decision of all.
Visit www.mestex.com/ModularDataCenter for more information. n

Active Power’s Data
Module provides a
compact, low cost and
efficient IT solution that’s
scalable from 200-500
kW IT loads with multiple
cooling options.
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Efficiency Standards Prompting
Rooftop Innovations
ECM fans, DOAS units emerging as preferred options
by nicole krawcke of the news staff

rooftop
renovations

A Modine Atherion
unit is lowered onto
a roof curb atop
North Market in
Columbus, Ohio. The
$1.2 million IAQ
renovation was
performed by Canal
Winchester,
Ohio-based General
Temperature
Control (GTC)
technicians.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF JOHN EVANS
PHOTOGRAPHY
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ore than half of U.S. commercial building
space is cooled by packaged HVAC equipment, according to the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE), so it comes as no surprise that energy
efficiency is the biggest trend driving the rooftop market.
“Manufacturers are emphasizing energy efficiency by
offering components that provide customers a greater
range of operability,” said Ross Miglio, president of
ClimaCool Corp. “Some of these features include ECM
[electronically commutated motor] fans, options for energy recovery, and configured rooftop systems designed
for 100 percent outdoor air treatment [dedicated outdoor air systems]. Furthermore, ultra-quiet, highly efficient variable capacity compressors contribute to lower
operating sound levels as well as providing maximum
energy efficiency while minimizing operating costs.”
Dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) have become
more prevalent in designs for commercial HVAC equipment as of late, noted Richard Boothman, director of
North American sales, Modine Mfg. Co.
“The average end user has become more aware of the
need for proper ventilation,” Boothman said. “Also,
building owners and managers are becoming aware
that ventilation equipment provides fresh air while
also dehumidifying outside air. This helps them avoid
issues like ‘sick building syndrome’ and greatly reduces
the risk of mold growth. When compared to typical
packaged rooftop units, DOAS units often have larger/

deeper DX coils to handle the difficult latent loads and
can provide higher temperature rises in heating. They
also provide a wide modulation range in both heating
and cooling modes and offer sophisticated controls.”
Modine’s Atherion DOAS unit features digital
scroll compressors, a microchannel condenser coil, an
electronic expansion valve (EEV), and modulating hot
gas reheat to properly cool and dehumidify outside
air, according to Boothman. “The Atherion also can
be specified with a high-efficiency gas furnace section
with thermal efficiencies at or above 90 percent.”
Mike Ray, director, commercial rooftops, Lennox
Commercial, agreed, saying energy efficiency is driving the rooftop market toward additional technology
and innovation, which increases customer savings
from the total cost of ownership.
“Lennox’s Energence Ultra-High-Efficiency units
provide energy savings, intelligence, sound reduction,
and time saving serviceability,” Ray said. “Eight of
these rooftop models in 3-20 ton meet or exceed 20
SEER or IEER and exceed ASHRAE 90.1 2010 by as
much as 96 percent. Featuring the Prodigy® 2.0 Control System, they assist the contractor and servicer with
speed of installation and service, which is highlighted
by an easy-to-navigate setup, plus service information,
which is communicated to the technician.”

other market influencers
Bryan Ware, portfolio leader, light commercial package
products, Trane, said the general rooftop market is
relatively stronger than it has been in several years.
“New construction is recovering and starting to
come back. It’s beginning to rival the replacement
piece of the business,” he said. “That’s a positive sign
for the industry. And Trane has always been focused
on being able to serve customers in multiple ways. We
provide entry-level, minimum-efficiency products;
a tiered efficiency level product; and we have ultrapremium efficiency products for more sophisticated
customers looking for triple bottom line, better energy
consumption, sustainability, and better comfort.”
Trane’s Precedent™ light commercial rooftop units
feature eFlex™ variable-speed compressors and fans,
which precisely match output to the cooling demands
of the space for ultra-high EER and IEER.
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“It’s a triple variable product, with a variable-speed indoor fan,
variable-speed outdoor fan, and variable-speed compressor capacity,” Ware noted. “So, we’re able to give the ultimate performance
for the right building load as well as the right comfort level.”
Chris Opie, marketing director, commercial systems, Carrier Corp.,
said one notable trend in the current rooftop market is the replacement
of existing units. “While many of these replacements are due to rooftop
units that are past their useful lifespans, several early retirement utility rebate programs are being offered by energy providers to incentivize clients
to replace their older units with newer, more efficient models.”
Carrier offers multiple replacement solutions, from standardefficiency products, up to 21-IEER ratings on its 3-23 ton, WeatherExpert™ rooftop units, Opie noted.
Improved serviceability is another important trend in the
marketplace, according to Kevin Stockton, product manager,
TempMaster®, Applied DX, Johnson Controls Inc.
“Improved serviceability is important, particularly as older rooftop
units are now in need of service,” he said. “Ease of service is critical
in new rooftop designs. Equally important is connectivity, making
rooftop units part of the entire heating and
ventilation
cooling system and contributing to a smart
solution
system. Diagnostic capabilities and the ability
The smell of fried fish
to detect problems improve with connectivand other foods
trapped inside
ity, as does system efficiency. We’re also seeing
Columbus, Ohio’s
new technologies related to fans, filtration,
North Market drove
and compressors that are shaping the rooftop
patrons away. An IAQ
market, integrating what used to be advanced
overhaul recently
features as standard features in rooftop units.”
solved the problem
using four 20-ton
Johnson Controls’ TempMaster®
Modine Atherion
OmniElite™ rooftop unit features hot gas
rooftop units.
reheat, which enables it to meet new dePHOTO COURTESY
mands for comfort and efficiency by dehuOF JOHN EVANS
midifying the air. Efficiency ratings exceed
PHOTOGRAPHY
ASHRAE 90.1 standards. The system offers
a compact footprint that is up to 20 percent
smaller than competing units, Stockton noted.
Additionally, Johnson Controls’ York® Direct Fit™ rooftop replacement solution is designed to directly replace existing rooftop
units from other manufacturers. The exact-fit replacement design
reduces installation time, cost, and complexity by eliminating the
need for a curb adapter.

impending historic standards
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announced new efficiency
standards for commercial air conditioners and furnaces late last
year. Developed with industry, utilities, and environmental groups,
these standards will save more energy than any other standard issued by the DOE to date.
These standards will occur in two phases. The first phase will
begin in 2018 and will deliver a 13 percent efficiency improvement in products. Five years later, an additional 15 percent increase in efficiency is required for new commercial units. Over the
lifetime of the products, businesses will save $167 billion on their
utility bills and carbon pollution will be reduced by 885 million
metric tons, according to the DOE.

Eric Newberg, director, commercial product management,
unitary products group, Johnson Controls, said many states are
adopting new building codes based on the 2015 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and ASHRAE 90.1-2013.
“This has the net effect of implementing the 2018 efficiency
requirements at a much earlier date,” he said. “The impact of the
new building codes includes more than just unit efficiency. There
are changes to fan control, unit staging, and ventilation that have
to be addressed. Additionally, the new DOE standards will have a
cost impact on rooftop units, which will increase the price to the
market. There will be a large increase in use of variable frequency
drives to control multi-speed fan requirements and higher IEER
values. This increases the complexity of operation of equipment
and the application of the equipment, which will also impact the
HVAC service industry.”
Because of the market being driven by ASHRAE 90.1 and
DOE regulations, rooftop manufacturers are conducting thorough
technology reviews to ensure they’re designing competitive systems,
according to Eric Walthall, marketing manager, Danfoss.

“Rooftop OEMs will rely on innovative, optimized components
that provide superior part-load performance and capacity modulation, including compressors, expansion devices, heat exchangers,
and variable-speed drives,” Walthall said. “Step one of the DOE
regulation adopts the ASHRAE 90.1 2016 IEER levels and goes
into effect Jan.1, 2018 — demanding a faster response time by
industry than the typical state-by-state adoption and implementation process of ASHRAE 90.1. Step two goes into effect in 2023
and will likely drive further system redesigns. This could cause constraints on existing testing facilities and engineering resources to
support these changes, but also presents a tremendous opportunity
for investment as we shift to a more energy productive industry.
“To meet the latest regulations and standards, rooftop units can
employ compressors in tandem, part-load, optimized, fixed-speed
compressor technology as well as variable-speed compressor technology,” he continued. “Adding variable speed drives to supply and
condensing fan motors also will improve part-load performance
tremendously. Danfoss is developing intermediate discharge valve
(IDV) technology for scroll compressors that avoids over-compression and extra effort by the motor during part-load operation
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ULTRA HIGH EFFICIENCY

(LEFT) PrecedentTM light commercial rooftop units feature eFlexTM
variable-speed compressors and fans, which precisely match output to
the cooling demands of the space for high EER and IEER. (BELOW) The
TempMaster® OmniEliteTM rooftop unit from Johnson Controls Inc.
features hot gas reheat, which enables it to meet new demands for
comfort and eﬃciency by dehumidifying the air. Eﬃciency ratings exceed
ASHRAE 90.1 standards.

thus significantly reducing energy consumption in rooftop units.
Danfoss’s DSH and DCJ scroll compressors with IDV are backwardcompatible for the new design of rooftops with fixed-speed scroll
compression technology, meaning minimal redesign and implementation costs are necessary.”
Danfoss is also investing in an Application Development Center, a state-of-the-art laboratory and testing facility that will help
the industry prepare to meet higher energy-efficiency levels and
low-GWP refrigerant targets, Walthall noted. The center will be
able to test residential air conditioning systems and rooftop units
from 2.5-50 ton and air-cooled chillers sized up to 300 ton.
Opie noted that the standards will reduce electrical consumption for commercial buildings. “We anticipate the insertion of
new technology that emphasizes compressor and fan-staging optimization. Such technology is already a standard feature on some
systems and can be included as a factory add-on option in others
systems. By optimizing these components to more efficiently support part-load operation, clients can take advantage of reduced
electrical consumption. Additionally, as the technology is
enhanced to provide more efficient systems, applications that have
historically been designed as chilled waters systems are expanding
their equipment designs to incorporate rooftops units.”
Miglio also noted that the new efficiency standards will likely increase prices in the short term as manufacturers focus on redesigning
their units to meet the requirements. “However, in the long term,
customers should expect to see increased energy savings as a result.”
ClimaCool’s configured packaged rooftop systems offer a robust
solution for commercial project demands from 6-90 ton and
already meet new DOE rooftop standards. The systems provide
notable application flexibility for air-cooled cooling, air-cooled heat
pump, geothermal heat pump, water-source heat pump, and chilled
water direct-expansion air-handler applications while offering a
clear solution for dehumidification, heat recovery, heating, cooling,
make-up air, and air quality and controls applications.
“There is a broad base of customers that apply unitary commercial
equipment in different ways, but a big side of the market tends to
be minimum-efficiency levels,” said Ware. “That is only going to get
better for us from an energy perspective as new regulations tend to
come in and start prodding customers to a higher energy standard.”
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While nobody can predict the future, it’s easy to see that efficiency
standards and regulations are pushing the rooftop market.
“For the standard-efficiency, high-volume rooftop segment, we
expect to see a significant portion of the market move to tandem
design bases,” Walthall said. “At the same time, the high-efficiency, low-volume market will start to expand rapidly through
the efforts of many industry energy-efficiency initiatives. In the
long-term, the next generation of rooftops will transition to lowGWP flammable refrigerants, which will require the industry to
overcome safety and building code obstacles.”
Ray predicts advancements in technology in variable-speed motors, variable-speed compressors, and additional controls to operate
these technologies, as well as tools to make service and diagnostics quicker and easier. “As new technicians enter the industry,
they will expect to be able to have the unit communicate details
about how to get the system to return to full functionality. With
the Prodigy® 2.0, which is standard in our Energence models, we
provide a significant amount of information to assist the technician
in servicing the system.”
Opie said there will also be in increased focus on IAQ going forward. “We expect additional attention in IAQ, which
will place additional emphasis on economizer usage, demand
controlled ventilation, energy recovery, and higher outdoor air
applications. Improved indoor environmental quality can have
measurable benefits in schools and workplaces. A recent study
by Harvard University, SUNY Upstate Medical, and Syracuse
University found that improved indoor environmental quality
doubled participants’ scores on cognitive function tests.”
“Regardless of the DOE and other regulatory things, most of
the customer base is looking for a better, more comfortable building that performs more efficiently and doesn’t cost as much to
operate,” Ware said. “In general, the industry is going to continue
to drive toward simple energy efficiency. Additionally, in the long
term, as owners get more focused and become savvier in managing their facilities and managing the comfort of the folks in their
buildings, we’ll see some focus on innovations come to light
around controlling the system. These are all positive things driving the future of our business forward in my mind.” ■
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Minimizing Energy Usage Within
Data Centers
Evaporative cooling is emerging as a popular option
by joanna r. turpin of the news staff

A

ccording to a recent study from BSRIA, data
center traffic is expected to grow at a 23
percent compound annual growth rate
(CAGR), reaching 8.6 zettabytes by 2018.
That means a lot of new data centers will be popping up
around the country, particularly in vacant shopping
centers and big-box stores, which are often being turned
into off-site data storage facilities.
Cooling these data centers is an energy-intensive
endeavor, which is why many companies are searching for ways to lower their power usage and operating
costs. One way to reduce these costs is to supplement or
replace traditional cooling systems — computer room
air conditioning (CRAC) units and computer room
air-handling (CRAH) systems — with new technologies such as evaporative cooling, which can provide
significant energy savings.

many benefits
Computer room evaporative cooling (CREC) systems
are becoming more popular, because data centers have
raised their allowable supply air operating temperature
windows, which has allowed them to take advantage of
alternatives to traditional cooling methods, explained
David Klusas, director of marketing for large cooling
systems, Emerson Network Power. “CREC units save
operating costs by using outside air and the evaporation of water to provide the desired supply temperature
throughout most, if not all hours of the year.”
Essentially, a CREC system can lower a data center’s
power utilization effectiveness (PUE) by shifting some of
the electrical consumption of its cooling infrastructure to
information technology (IT) power consumption, which
leads to a lower PUE, said Jeff St.Clair, product line
manager for air economizers, Schneider Electric. “This
helps make these data centers more efficient.”
Data center owners also appreciate a CREC system’s
other advantages, such as its competitive capital cost,
which will often result is an attractive payback period,
noted Kris Holla, vice president and chief sales officer,
Nortek. “There are plenty of independent studies that
claim the upfront installation costs of a CREC and
CRAC system are similar, but an important and often
forgotten hidden cost is the upstream electrical power
installation. Given that the peak power of a CRAH or

CRAC system will be much larger than a CREC system, the whole upstream power distribution has to be
fused and sized accordingly, which can add significant
costs to a CRAH- or CRAC-based solution. With
the huge operational cost savings with CREC, the
payback is nearly always within 12 months.”
Another important consideration is that a CREC
system is a completely packaged and compact solution that only needs a small water supply/drain and a
much smaller-sized power feed, said Holla. “Rapidly
deployable on-site with simple end-on or bottom
duct connections, a CREC system can be dropped
into the construction program at exactly the right
time with minimal disruption to the site or other
trades. It also features flexible installation options
and fast commissioning, and because it’s modular, it
can grow with a data center’s needs.”

free cooling

Liebert indirect
evaporative free
cooling units were
installed at the Green
House Data Center in
Cheyenne, WY.
PHOTO COURTESY
OF GREEN HOUSE
DATA

system types
There are two kinds of evaporative cooling technologies
— direct (DEC) and indirect (IDEC) — and while
both use water to minimize the need for mechanical
cooling, each system is applied very differently and
provides different benefits to the end user, said Klusas.
“The specific operating requirements and geographic
location for the data center will dictate which solution
will be most appropriate for the end user.”
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minimizing energy usage
within data centers
looking in

The construction team from the Sacramento-area mechanical contractor,
Cooper Oates Air Conditioning, lowers a Liebert DS cooling system
through the roof of a data center during installation. PHOTO COURTESY
OF COOPER OATES AIR CONDITIONING

DEC systems operate by bringing in outside air and mixing
it with hot return air from the data center to achieve the desired
supply temperature, said Klusas. “When the outdoor air is too
warm for the desired supply temperature, a media in the airsteam
is wetted to bring the air temperature down toward wet bulb temperature. When even the wetted media does not meet the required
supply temperature, mechanical cooling is used to trim the final
few degrees to achieve the desired set point.”
DEC systems are highly efficient, carry a relatively low first
cost, require only limited use of water, and can utilize a lower total
electrical infrastructure (e.g., generators), said Klusas. “But because
the system introduces humidity directly into the airstream, a wide
supply air operating window is required to maximize unit performance. There are also challenges with the overall control of an
ever-changing system, and redundancy needs to be considered, as
the system must have outside air at all times (unless a full mechanical system is in place).”
In addition, the introduction of outside air with a DEC system
increases the risk of contamination, so keeping air pollutants out
of the data center becomes a larger concern. “This is typically done
with extra filtration of the outside air prior to entering the data center
space, which can result in additional costs,” said St. Clair. “Also adding to the cost of a DEC system is the need for backup DX cooling.
It is not uncommon for DEC systems to have 100 percent backup
DX cooling, especially if the data center owner is risk-averse.”
An IDEC system keeps the outside airstream completely
separate from the data center airstream and only introduces water
to the outside airstream, explained Klusas. “Both airstreams pass
through a heat exchanger, which transfers heat from the data
center air to the outdoor air, but contamination and humidity are
not introduced into the data center airstream. These systems are
highly efficient compared to traditional systems and can maintain
tighter temperature and humidity set points.”
Because an IDEC system uses a heat exchanger to transfer
heat from the data center to the outdoor air, it can run continuously, thus lessening the amount of backup DX cooling needed,
said St. Clair. “In most cases, the amount of DX required is
just for trim cooling when ambient wet bulb temperatures can’t
support the required supply air temperature to the data center
space. This lessens the amount of DX needed, which helps
reduce costs. But because the evaporative cooling process is
dependent on the availability of water, the design should
account for either a backup water source or full redundancy
of the cooling capacity with DX.”
Due to the fact that IDEC does not impact humidity or introduce contaminants to the space, Holla believes it has advantages
over DEC. “However, it is possible to use DEC and IDEC in one
design. For example, IDEC can be used as the main source of
cooling for the space, and the DEC part can be used to control
the humidity inside the data center, especially in winter when hu-
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midification might be required. In winter, the DEC system can be
used as the primary cooling method, which will offer more energy
savings but will require more filtration.”

applications
A CREC system can be used in just about any climate, but its annual
efficiency and hours of economization will vary greatly based on the climate and allowable operating temperature and humidity requirements
for the data center, said Klusas. “Supplemental cooling may be required
to meet the desired set point throughout the year, and high outdoor
humidity does limit the effectiveness of the evaporative process.”
CREC systems are mostly being utilized in new construction, but
they can also be paired with existing cooling infrastructure to reduce
energy costs. “For example, if the site has existing DX systems,
an evaporative system can be added to provide free cooling,” said
Klusas. “In the event mechanical cooling is required, the existing
units can be used to provide those few hours where the evaporative
infrastructure cannot provide 100 percent of the cooling.”
A hybrid system that incorporates CRECs and CRACs can be
a good idea, said St. Clair, because with this configuration, it is
possible to leverage the ambient dry and wet bulb temperatures to
save power consumption and still effectively
cool a data center space.
“In this case, it is
necessary to weigh the
amount of economization available and the
costs associated with
maximizing the CREC
(containment) and the
capital expenditure to
deploy to see if an acceptable ROI [return
on investment] is
worth the expense.”
As data center owners
are quickly learning, the
ROI for a CREC system
can be very attractive,
which is why sales of
these units are expected
cool install
to be strong for the
The upper section of an IDEC unit from
Nortek Air Solutions is lifted into place.
foreseeable future. n
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Air purity and energy consumption
fall into place when you’re in total control.

Imagine control of indoor air quality with such incredible efficiency it lowers operating costs.
Either as a complete recirculation unit or one that mixes return and outside air, IFL delivers
virtually pure, contaminant-free air with exceptional filtration and dehumidification at
temperatures as low as 50° F — all with web-accessible, AdaptAire™ direct digital controls.
The system can even incorporate HEPA filters.
Erratic temperatures and contaminants can be costly for indoor cultivation — given
that mold, mildew and pests can destroy a million-dollar crop in a single day. Fortunately,
our IFL provides so much control, it’s downright freaky.
To learn more, visit: mestex.com/IFL

www.mestex.com
4830 Transport Drive
Dallas, TX 75247

HVAC Systems Impact Indoor
Cannabis Cultivation
Medical mainstreaming means that marijuana now is big business
protecting the crop

To avoid losses, many growers have instituted biosecurity
measures to replace pesticides.

M

arijuana has come a long way since the time it first gained
widespread popularity as the psychotropic darling of the
1960s counterculture. Today, it has earned broad acceptance — and, in the process, considerable gravitas — as a medical
therapy for the treatment of many diseases and conditions, including AIDS/HIV, Alzheimer’s, arthritis, asthma, cancer, chronic pain,
Crohn’s disease, epilepsy, glaucoma, and multiple sclerosis.
This medical mainstreaming means that marijuana now is big
business. This means higher — no pun intended — demand,
which in turn requires greater growing productivity. To create
such output, especially in an industry where the speed to market is
inherently limited by Mother Nature’s growth cycles, the need for
the most sophisticated growing methods — not the least of which
is state-of-the-art indoor cultivation — cannot be overstated.
At the same time, according to a recent study published this
year by ArcView Marketing Research, a number of developments
will have a significant impact on existing and would-be marijuana
growers including how they manage indoor climate control. How
well they respond to them will determine their level of success.

trend no. 1: the rising influence of
regulations and compliance
It’s a sign of the times that marijuana growers today fear regulators more than law enforcement officials. And considering the
thicket of regulatory and compliance issues growers face, their
fears are justified. For example, regulators, especially in states
where marijuana is sold for recreational use, are keeping close
tabs on the use of pesticides. In Colorado alone, 15 recalls of
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contaminated marijuana were ordered over a 16-week period,
resulting in a loss of nearly $180 million.
To avoid such losses in the future, many growers have instituted
biosecurity measures to replace pesticides. Biosecurity started out as a
means to reduce a number of risks, including transmission of infectious
diseases in crops and livestock, quarantined pests, and living modified
organisms. Given that cannabis plants can fall prey to mildew, spider
mites, and other predators, biosecurity seemed a promising way to go.
Even better news for cannabis growers is the expertise of Mestex,
a company with more than four decades of experience in cooling and air handling for mission-critical applications. Employing
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), an advanced technology,
Mestex has designed systems that ensure humidity and temperature
consistency in some of the most challenging environments.
Case in point: Using CFD to run particle trace analysis made it
possible to discover how infectious disease particles travel through the
air and helped determine the best way to pressurize a cleanroom where
animal researchers sought to minimize the spread of disease. Such
a system could prove invaluable to cannabis growing environments
where airborne and human-borne contaminants are 24/7 threats.

trend no. 2: to legalize or not to legalize?
that is the question
We are rapidly approaching a watershed in the history of legalization where a majority of states will have some type of legalized
marijuana by the end of this year. We don’t have far to go. 25
states have already legalized marijuana for medical purposes.
Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, Washington, and the District of Columbia have also legalized it for recreational use.
America isn’t alone either. Canada’s young, charismatic prime
minister has expressed his support for medical marijuana and has
backed full legalization by 2017. So much for Canada being like a
loft apartment above a really great party, as comedian Robin Williams once said. Mexico, too, is getting into the act, as a response
to the substantial legal markets that line its northern border along
California, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Legalization has far reaching impacts. For example, in Denver
commercial vacancies dropped to a record low 2 percent. Hundreds of office buildings, warehouses, and retail spaces were retrofitted to handle the unique requirements of cultivating, storing,
processing, and retailing marijuana.
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The message here for mechanical contractors and engineering
consulting firms is clear: Don’t
wait. The ship is leaving. Opportunities to work with growers on new
construction are quickly dwindling.

hvac consumption

Mestex’s direct digital controls
provides growers with invaluable
data regarding the energy
consumption and HVAC required
to produce a crop.

trend no. 3: intense competition and
the grappling for market share
Balancing sale price and profit may seem an odd dilemma for
what was once an outlawed product. Yet with so many existing
cannabis growing ventures and the daily birth of new ones, each
craving a bigger piece of the pie, this age-old challenge of commerce is center stage. Of course, for these legal growers, there’s
the added problem of competition from illicit trade.
It’s Business 101 to lower price by producing more at a lower
cost per item. This capability has multiplied as basement growers
are replaced by sophisticated large-scale operations with climatecontrolled systems aimed to optimize every square millimeter
of growing space. As a trusted cooling and air-handling expert,
Mestex has designed and built such systems for pharmaceutical
warehouses, chicken farms, wine storage facilities, candy warehouses, and mushroom growing houses — all businesses in which
just a few degrees of separation from the target optimal temperature can cause millions of dollars in losses.

trend no. 4: relying on data and integrated
technology to meet demand
The cannabis market is growing in leaps and bounds. National sales
of legal cannabis grew to $5.7 billion in 2015, up from $4.6 billion in
2014. Furthermore, demand is expected to remain high in 2016 —
with projected growth to $7.1 billion, a 26 percent increase over 2015.
This phenomenal growth has sparked a demand for reliable
production automation. After all, it’s unimaginable to think that
a modern, large-scale growing facility could function with such
unsustainable practices as hand watering hundreds of plants, or
manually turning on/off hundreds of lights twice daily.
What’s needed instead is a comprehensive integration of hardware and software with sensors and controls, a largely automated
infrastructure that assures the right nourishment and environmental
conditions for the right plant at the right time — without interruption.
Mestex has a long and successful track record in the development and
deployment of such infrastructures. For example, when a shrimp farm
wanted to expand its dome (to about one million cubic feet in volume),
Mestex developed a system that would detect too much wind shear or
ice forming on the dome and then automatically adjust the air pressure
inside the dome to resist the wind or to break up the ice formation.

“We are rapidly approaching a watershed in
the history of legalization where a majority of
states will have some type of legalized
marijuana by the end of this year.”

trend no. 5: as the industry evolves, its
focus will switch from operational to
strategic priorities
Increased competition and rapid industry growth do more than
impact product development and pricing. They necessitate careful
attention to creating strategies that differentiate a business in
a crowded field. In this environment, where strategic decisions
must emerge from real data rather than hunches or anecdotes,
quality business intelligence will become vital, as will the ability
to analyze and leverage historical data.
Mestex’s direct digital controls — for onsite/offsite management of
lighting, temperature, and humidity — provide growers with invaluable data regarding the energy consumption and HVAC required to
produce a crop. This means growers can now identify the environmental conditions that preceded both exceptional harvests and crop
failures, giving them the intelligence to increase yield and reduce risk.
Case in point: A chicken farm wanted to cool its coops because
optimum temperature could lead to more eggs laid and bigger,
meatier chickens. Mestex environmental controls were the solution. And while the increased energy for cooling did add cost, the
farm realized greater profits, thanks to larger yields.

trend no. 6: saving energy
while demand booms
Marijuana is the most energy-intensive agricultural crop produced in
America. In fact, the energy consumed in legal and illicit production
could be as much as 1 percent of our nation’s electrical output. That
cost adds roughly 50 percent to the wholesale price alone.
The energy-consumption problems for growers don’t end there.
Many face operational snafus. For new construction, zoning issues are a thorn in the side. Many force growers into locations not
rated with enough electricity to handle both lights and HVAC.
As a result, some utilities are charging over a million dollars just
to upgrade a substation and install new street wires to meet new
kilowatt requirements. Add these start-up costs to the inevitable
operational costs and the result is a migraine for growers you’d
think only their products could remedy. Or not.
Mestex, in partnership with a provider of forced-air solutions
that are fueled by natural gas, has developed a way to migrate the
bulk of the energy required for heating and/or cooling a facility
from the electric bill to the gas bill. This type of gas driven
system retrofit is becoming increasingly popular and — depending upon a utility’s peak/demand electrical costs — could cut a
grower’s energy costs substantially.
Is there then, in light of these six major trends, a place where
the grass can always be greener? Apparently, Mestex thinks so. n
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HVACR Contractors Share Chiller
Maintenance Best Practices

Regular maintenance is an absolute must, though plans and best practices can differ
by jen anesi of the news staff

preventing
downtime

“Being proactive is
always in the
customer’s
interest,” said Ann
Kahn, president of
Kahn Mechanical
Contractors in Dallas.
“A comprehensive,
regular maintenance
program goes a long
way in preventing
failures and catching
them before they
happen.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF
KAHN MECHANICAL
CONTRACTORS
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erforming regular maintenance on chillers
ensures they will operate as efficiently, and for
as long, as possible. And while maintenance
plans and practices can vary from region to
region, manufacturer to manufacturer, and even client
to client, HVACR contractors agree that minimal
maintenance is better than no maintenance.

why chillers fail
Ray Humphries, area service manager for Capstone
Mechanical in Waco, Texas, said the most common
chiller failures he sees are not catastrophic. “They are
usually very minor component failures, such as thermistors, pressure transducers, and flow switches,” he said.
“These are all relatively minor parts that are both inexpensive and easy to replace, if you have them on hand.
Most of these are specific to a particular chiller.”
Greg Crumpton, president and founder of AirTight
FaciliTech in Charlotte, North Carolina, grouped chiller
failures into two categories: electrical and mechanical.

“Electrical failures typically begin with an electrical issue, perhaps incoming power issues or motor
overheating,” Crumpton explained. “This will generally
be the cause of the first failure of an electrical type. If
a second failure occurs — which often happens — it
will be electrical in nature, as well. The system, after
the first failure, really has to be addressed with dieters,
‘clean-up kits,’ etc. to ensure the system pH level will
be in check at the startup of the second replacement
compressor. If not, the failures will continue to cascade
and become worse each time.”
Mechanical failures, Crumpton added, are just that
— something metallic broke. “It could be a crank shaft,
valves, a scroll disc, bearings, etc. — if the system has
operated for years with no issues, it could simply be a
failure due to run hours exceeded component life or just
a metallurgic fracture,” he said. “If the system is suffering
from poor operating conditions, refrigerant charge issues,
or underload/overloaded, these failures typically are the
result of lubrication issues, meaning the oil wasn’t present
or plentiful enough for proper lubrication. Normally, you
will see this in a refrigerant floodback scenario. While
these failures tend to be less catastrophic than electrical
failures, proper diagnosis and resolution is required to
ensure a repeat mechanical failure does not occur.”

pick a plan
Chiller maintenance plans help prevent catastrophic
failures by ensuring equipment is properly monitored
and serviced on a regular basis. These plans can vary
based on a number of factors, including chiller type,
manufacturer, geographical region, and client preference, to name a few. But, contractors and customers
alike broadly acknowledge that maintenance “saves
energy and [prevents] expensive repairs,” said Hank
Bloom, owner of Environmental Conditioning Systems
in Mentor, Ohio. “Most customers with chillers have
service agreements, which, save [money and] relationships in the long term.”
Humphries said Capstone’s maintenance plans are
customized based on the type of chiller — whether they’re
air-cooled or water-cooled, centrifugal, or screw. “Manufacturers recommended schedules and tasks,” he said.
Matching customers’ expectations with their
budgets also dictates the type of maintenance plan is
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Now foresight and hindsight can be 20/20
Real-time and historical data to seriously
refocus your operational costs.
Conventional wisdom says that only hindsight can be 20/20. That’s why we don’t approach solving today’s
complex mission-critical climate-control challenges with conventional thinking. When your primary
concern is energy costs, environmental conditions, reliability or sustainability, our design validation and
optimization consultants can help. Using advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD), we design and
build sophisticated climate-control systems for large-scale, mission-critical operations. Sophisticated
graphical modeling techniques for simply identifying ways to optimize the efficiency of every square
millimeter of your space. The result: dramatically improved performance and a clear line of sight.
To learn more, visit: mestex.com/CFD

www.mestex.com
4830 Transport Drive
Dallas, TX 75247

hvacr contractors share chiller
maintenance best practices
implemented, he added. “Their expectations and budgets usually
don’t match very well. This is where we have the opportunity to
educate customers. We can base our recommendations on the type
of application and whether the system’s comfort cooling or process
cooling. Do they have redundant capacity that they are not even
aware of? Can equipment or modifications be made that provide
effective redundancy?”
Crumpton also said chiller maintenance plans vary slightly
among manufacturers. “The nuances may be software-driven
or contractor- or starter-driven,” he said. “The bulk of the work
is the same regardless of brand. Oil, oil filters, and clean heat
exchange surfaces are a must. We recommend the OEMs recommended plans and then add any site-specific requirements. It
could be an industrial plant that has a byproduct that causes
issues or a geographic region that requires additional services,
as well.”
Maintenance plans are then based upon their requirements, expectations, and willingness to properly plan and budget, Crumpton
continued. “A research-and-development facility that doesn’t lose
money if they miss an eight-hour shift without a chiller available is
a lot different than a high-density data center. It really comes down
to what the customers [want to pay] to ‘insure.’ Uptime isn’t cheap,
but sometimes downtime can be devastating.”
Ann Kahn, president of Kahn Mechanical Contractors in Dallas, also said her company does not have a set of plan options and
instead tailors plans to each individual client based on specific
equipment and requirements.
Bloom said Environmental Conditioning Systems “always follows manufacturers’ recommendations because there are so many
different types of chillers. We also have our own [plans], and we sit
down with customers and go over budgets and explain what chiller
service actually dictates.”

maintenance best practices
When it comes to performing routine maintenance on chillers,
many contractors’ best practices proved similar.
“Our maintenance tasks are performed by qualified techs who
are trained to recognize small issues that, if left unchecked, can potentially lead to major repairs,” Humphries said. “Even if we have
tasking being done by less experienced techs, we have our senior
techs on-site, as well; they are there to teach and mentor these less
experienced techs. We are fortunate to have men who are willing to
pour into one another and disciple one another.
“Obviously, the typical things are verifying the temperature,
pressures, and flow readings, as these are the most common ‘failures,’” Humphries continued. “With that in mind, if the control
systems are receiving false information, they will not control the
chiller in a safe state of operation. Continued operation in these
circumstances can lead to catastrophic failure and require major
downtime and costs to repair.”
Kahn said their technicians “check refrigerant charge, oil levels,
electrical connections, controls, cooling tower, pumps, and motors”
during maintenance visits. “We [also] perform an annual stop
inspection that includes Eddy-current testing and an oil analysis,
among others things.”
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Crumpton said AirTight’s maintenance best practices depend on
the type of chiller, whether air-cooled or water-cooled, open drive,
hermetic, screw compressor, etc. “Many options are offered specifically per type of chiller, but again, going back to basics, in general,
you want to ensure refrigerant charge levels and lubrication,” he
said. “If [it’s] not an oil-free model, clean the heat exchanging
surfaces and/or tubes within the vessels and [perform] an adequate
electrical check to ensure the voltage and current flow are within
the normal parameters.”

perks of being proactive
Preventive chiller maintenance does just what the name implies,
and most customers recognize the value of maintenance plans.
“Being proactive is always in the customer’s interest,” Kahn
said. “Centrifugal chillers often fail to transfer heat properly, and
air-cooled chillers suffer failed controls, though both [are] due
to poor maintenance. A comprehensive, regular maintenance
program goes a long way in preventing failures and catching them
before they happen.”

“Uptime isn’t cheap, but
sometimes downtime can
be devastating.”
For the customers who wish to be even more proactive,
Humphries said they offer oil analysis and refrigerant analysis.
“Predictive testing has dropped in price and is much more commonplace because of this,” he said. “Both manufacturers and end
users of chillers have come to realize the value of predictive testing.”
It used to be that a chiller would be completely torn down
and overhauled based solely on the hours it had run, Humphries
added. “It made no difference how the chiller was performing
— this was the accepted norm of having a chiller. I have had to
tear down chillers that have been running flawlessly for 10 years
— or sometimes more — to only have a chiller that now does
not perform as well as it did before the rebuild, even though it’s
within normal parameters. Now, to be honest, there were a lot
of chillers that needed to be rebuilt before they hit that magical
run-hour number. They were overhauled and ran within normal
parameters, as well. But, doesn’t it stand to reason that you don’t
perform a major overhaul unless there is some measurable reason
to do so other than run hours.”
Providing proactive preventive maintenance also builds trust,
Crumpton said, adding that AirTight offers oil analyses and tube
analyses that allow them to look at the internal wear conditions of
the machine or compressor.
“With proper reporting after these services, we can sit with and
engage the owner in what the aluminum content or the copper content of the oils shows,” he said. “Having a preventive and predictive
plan in place can mitigate that financial exposure as well reinforce
that they hired the right folks.” n
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Commercial Market Offers
Numerous Options

VRF, geothermal, and hydronic systems are just a few of the choices available
by joanna r. turpin of the news staff

W

hen it comes to choosing a new HVAC
system, building owners and managers
have many options to choose from, including traditional rooftop units to boilers and
chillers to VRF and geothermal systems. Some may even
opt for a combination of technologies they believe will
best serve their comfort and energy-efficiency needs.
Each system type comes with its own unique set of
benefits, and as long as building owners and managers remain open minded, they may be surprised at the
possibilities now available.

the emergence of vrf
VRF systems have become very popular in the commercial market and are expected to gain even more
marketshare in the coming years.
“It’s a technology that’s grown significantly, and
we estimate that it comprises somewhere around 6
percent of the total commercial HVAC market today,”
said Kevin Miskewicz, senior marketing manager,
commercial products, Mitsubishi Electric U.S.
Cooling and Heating Division. “We expect to see that
grow to 9-10 percent over the next couple of years.”
Considering that the first VRF systems were only
installed in the U.S. a little more than a decade ago, their
acceptance in the market has come very quickly. The
reasons for their growing popularity include energy efficiency, which is achieved through the use of components
such as inverter-driven compressors, and the fact that
they can be installed in just about any type of building.
“The biggest misconception about VRF systems is
that they can’t be used in big buildings, but that’s not
true,” said Miskewicz. “The technology is extremely
flexible and can be used in everything from a large
single-family home, all the way up to a 40- or 50-plusstory building. The only limitation is vertical separation, as outdoor units cannot be installed thousands of
feet away from the indoor units.”
VRF systems can usually provide 100 percent of a
building’s cooling and heating needs, although backup
heat may be necessary in climates that experience bitter
cold. Thanks to advancements in technology, Mitsubishi Electric’s Hyper-heating Inverter™ VRF system, for
example, can perform at 100 percent of its rated heating
capacity down to minus 4°F outdoor ambient, and if

temperatures get down to the minus 13°F range, it can
perform at about 85 percent of capacity. “That means,
for the vast majority of applications in the country, a
VRF system can handle 100 percent of a building’s
heating and cooling needs,” said Miskewicz.
The initial installation costs may seem a bit steep,
but if installation and life cycle costs are taken into
account, VRF systems can be less expensive in the long
run, said Miskewicz. “With VRF, there is savings in
both installation labor and materials costs, because,
first of all, refrigerant piping is used instead of ductwork. Second, VRF units are smaller and lighter, and
even the largest units can fit in a freight elevator. The
need for additional structural supports on the roof is
eliminated, and there is no need for cranes to put them
in place. Third, the electrical loads of a VRF system are
usually minimal. Finally, VRF systems typically run
for 20-25 years, which is typically longer than most
rooftop units, which usually only last 10-15 years.”
One potential limitation of VRF systems is that they
can only be monitored — not fully controlled — by most
building automation systems (BAS). That is because personal comfort control happens locally in the space, which
is where a VRF’s zone controllers are located. “This is a
gap we recognized, which is why we introduced our own
BAS controller that can manage and operate our VRF
system, as well as virtually any other mechanical system
within the building,” said Miskewicz. “Our software is
built on Niagara’s Tridium framework, so anybody can
service it. It’s not proprietary to our technology.”

flexible tech

According to
Mitsubishi Electric,
VRF technology is
extremely flexible
and can be used in
just about any size
building. Shown
here is the VRF
system installed at
the David Whitney
Building in Detroit,
Michigan.
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commercial market offers numerous options
VRF systems may also not be the best option in applications
that require significant amounts of outside air along with frequent
fresh-air changes, such as operating rooms and cleanrooms, said
Miskewicz, though, aside from that, they’re well suited for virtually any application on the market.

going to ground
For more than 20 years, building owners and managers have had
the ability to choose a commercial, ground-coupled, water-source
heat pump system (GLHP) to heat and cool their facilities. Many
are taking advantage of this technology, as GLHPs offer low
operating costs as well as numerous other benefits, said Alan Niles,
Western region commercial sales manager, WaterFurnace Intl. Inc.
“In addition to the operating cost savings, GLHP systems will enhance a zero-net-energy building design by providing heat recovery
throughout the building for non-HVAC systems — refrigeration
cases and freezer cases, ice making machines, domestic hot water
systems, etc. — as well as the HVAC system.”
In addition, the GLHP system can provide a path of compliance for many new building codes. For example, without the
need for outdoor components such as cooling towers there is
significantly reduced loss of potable water, which has become a
code requirement in many states. “By eliminating the outdoor
equipment, the GLHP system also eliminates the noise to the
surrounding environment, which is becoming a code issue,” said
Niles. “Eliminating outdoor equipment also results in less maintenance and reduced construction costs as there is no need for
additional supports for heavy roof-mounted loads.”
GLHP systems can also be installed with other types of HVAC
technologies in order to create a system specifically tailored for a
building’s needs. “Hybrid GLHP systems are more popular than
ever,” said Niles. “While some portions of the building can be
served by traditional water-to-air heat pumps, other areas can
be served by connecting directly to a common water loop. For
instance, adding modular heat recovery chillers to the loop can
provide chilled water to chilled beams for libraries, fan coils, and
custom air handlers, as well as provide hot water for radiant floor
systems for loading docks and makeup air systems.”
Some may believe the initial cost of a GLHP system is significantly higher than other HVAC technologies, but that is really
not true anymore, said Niles. “As hybrid designs become more
sophisticated, the first cost of the ground loop is quickly becoming a non-issue. In the past 10 years, with increased efficiencies
of the equipment and simply enforcing better design techniques
of the ground loop and better bidding practices, the size and the
cost of ground loops have been reduced by 30 percent. Adding a
hybrid design can drop that first cost by
many benefits
another 30 percent.”
Water-source heat
While GLHP systems can work well in
pump system (GLHP)
just about any application or climate, they
offer numerous
benefits to building
do have some limitations, including the
owners, notes
need for sufficient land area. “This can limit
WaterFurnace,
the application of GLHP systems for inner
including lower
city buildings that are situated on small lots
operating costs and
of property,” said Niles. “In addition, some
less maintenance.
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local geological formations may make the installation of the GLHP
uneconomical, and in areas where the market is not well developed,
finding qualified designers and installers can be a barrier.”
Still, GLHP systems make sense for the vast majority of
buildings, said Niles, thanks to the laws of thermodynamics.
“Cooling and heating a building requires moving heat. Air
can move heat in short distances, but as the conditioned space
increases, the costs for additional fan power and ductwork,
combined with increases in duct losses, reduce system efficiency.
Refrigerant can also move heat short distances, but as the system becomes larger, the compressor uses more energy to pump
the refrigerant, which quickly drops the system efficiency. Water
moves energy 10 times more efficiently than air and is easily
scalable to larger conditioned space, which makes the GLHP
system an excellent choice for just about any project.”

the wonder of water
Mark Handzel, vice president of product regulatory affairs and
director of HVAC commercial buildings, Xylem Inc. – Applied
Water Systems, agrees that water is the most efficient conductor
of heating or cooling due to its thermal conductivity, high heat
capacity, and ability to store energy. “Hydronic systems provide
water-based heating and cooling through pipes and other components, such as pumps, drives, controls, heat exchangers, and
valves, that deliver heated or cooled air via an air-handling unit
through ductwork and air terminals. These systems offer excellent
indoor comfort, lower energy costs compared to other types of
systems, and improved indoor air quality.”
Hydronic systems offer a plethora of other benefits as well,
noted Handzel, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Greater reliability, because they are less affected by
changes in the outdoor air temperature;
Lower first costs than some systems;
Improved efficiency through the use of remote
monitoring;
Safety, as water running through pipes is safer than
ductless systems that use refrigerants, which release
hazardous chemicals into a room if a leak occurs; and
Increased flexibility to provide multiple temperature
zones, particularly in larger buildings. n
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To Air Is Human; To Cool, Divine

Considering fresh air for data center cooling?
Souped-up intake air may be just what you need.
Think: High-performance pre-filtered, pre-cooled air in. Rain and moisture out. Energy savings on
the road ahead.
Mestex’s revved-up, custom-built, American-made Aztec Intake Penthouse units can include motorized
dampers programmed to respond to your specific outside-air requirements, along with standard
equipment such as welded drain pans, sloped intake hoods, louvers, pre-installed racks for MERV 8
or 11 filters, and racks for “mist eliminator” filters.
A hot rod for mission critical cooling. Like many things at Mestex. If you spec it, we can build it.
To learn more, visit: mestex.com/penthouse

www.mestex.com
4830 Transport Drive
Dallas, TX 75247
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